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THE AUTOMOBILE THAT DEFINED THE BABY BOOMER GENERATION IS AN AGELESS ALLEGORY
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The stars at night are big and bright in
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If you haven’t visited the
island of OAHU lately (or ever),
it’s time to power down
and lei back
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THE PERFECT WAVE: Oahu’s
North Shore is considered a surfing
mecca and draws pros from
around the world, as well as local
legends like Pancho Sullivan
(opposite page).
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Lihue
Honolulu

Kahului

Kona

US AIRWAYS offers
three peak daily flights
to HONOLULU (HNL),
two peak daily flights
to KAHULUI (OGG),
one peak daily flight
to LIHUE (LIH) and
one peak daily flight to
KONA (KOA).
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I can hear him better now. We’re riding in his van
along Kamehameha Highway, the two-lane route that
skirts the northern shoreline. Traffic bottlenecks
(blocked by big-wave watchers) and other noted surf
spots — Off the Wall, Rocky Point, Velzyland — creep by
in slow motion before we arrive at a turnoff in the road,
marked by a sign for Turtle Bay Resort.
Though it has been around for more than 40 years,
Turtle Bay used to be a bit like me: a little out of place on
the wild North Shore. The property, in fact, was originally conceived as a casino, and for decades — even after
legislation died that would have allowed gambling — it
retained that architecture and ethos.
Perched on a stunning point, primed for postcard vistas, with the drama of the ocean swirling all
around, the hotel somehow managed not to seize on its
surroundings. Its lobby was closed in, with windowless
back walls that blotted out the water. And sure, you could
rent surfboards. But they were a side note. The main
retail option was a gift shop stocked with muumuus. To
locals like Hedemann, the contrast was striking: a resort
in the heart of a surfing mecca that pretty much ignored
the kowabunga crowd.
“It was like going to Deer Valley and not seeing any
lifts,” he says.
Times change, though, and that was then.
Late last year, Turtle Bay unveiled the results of a
multimillion-dollar renovation — an overhaul that holds
surfing, and surf culture, at its core. All 410 guest rooms
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THIS SPREAD, FROM LEFT: CHIP WASS; COURTESY TURTLE BAY RESORT (2); JOE CARINI/GETTY IMAGES

AMERICAN AIRLINES
offers six peak daily
flights to HONOLULU
(HNL), four peak daily
flights to KAHULUI
(OGG), two peak daily
flights to LIHUE (LIH)
and one peak daily
flight to KONA (KOA).

Oahu, and the surf is up — as in really up. Waves as high
as houses shroud the horizon and crash like thunderclaps
on Sunset Beach.
With nature’s percussion pounding in my ears, I can
barely make out what Hans Hedemann is saying. But his
triumphant smile conveys the message clearly: “Welcome
to Oahu, city boy!”
A former world-champion surfer who is Oahu born
and bred, Hedemann knows the swells as well as anyone.
He’s also familiar with travelers like me: naive, nonsurfing mainlanders who show up on Oahu with hard-set
preconceptions of the island, even if we’ve never visited
before.
In the weeks leading up to this, my maiden trip, I’d
been pretty certain of what awaited me on the most
populous — and, in my narrow thinking, least exotic — of
the Hawaiian islands. The Oahu of my mind, nourished
by a steady diet of pop culture, loomed largely as a land
of guidebook-filler, a place of leis and luaus, set against
the hum of Honolulu, the home of Danno, Don Ho and
Diamond Head.
When he got wind of this vision, Hedemann could
only laugh.
At 54, now a businessman and surf-school owner, he
holds a different image of Oahu, and he offered to share it.
He would set me straight by showing me around.
“That’s Pipeline over there,” he says, pointing toward
the furious, barrel-shaped reef break, which hisses and
foams just next to Sunset Beach.

PREVIOUS SPREAD: SEAN DAVEY/GETTY IMAGES

I am standing on the North Shore of
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DANCING QUEEN: A woman
demonstrates the art of hula during
Oahu’s culturally significant
Makahiki Festival at Waimea Falls.
OPPOSITE PAGE:
Hans Hedemann Surf School
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View to an island (FRoM toP):
Legend has it that the island of Molokai was the
birthplace of hula dancing, which is synonymous
with Hawaii; the breathtaking vistas of Maui;
Kilauea Volcano fountaining on Hawaii,
The Big Island.

Fantasy
Islands

Oahu’s neighbors,
according to their images
Hawaii (aka THe Big island)
the youngest of the islands and still growing
with each lava surge into the sea (hence its
nickname). it’s widely perceived to have a
youthful spirit and is considered the island of
adventure, which is embodied by an active
outdoor culture that finds its most extreme
expression in the ironman World championship,
held in Kailua-Kona every year.
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Maui
hippies and haleakala, sure. but maui is
seen as more than back-to-the-earthers and
hikers inching up to that famous crater rim.
nicknamed the valley isle, because so much
of it sits between two mountains, it is also
known for hip hotels, high-end resorts, pristine
beaches and vistas that call to mind a postcard
sprung to life.
lanai
When billionaire larry ellison bought this, the
smallest of hawaii’s inhabited islands, he was
widely seen as having purchased two islands
in one. in a short shuttle ride, visitors can
travel from the balmy coast at manele bay to a
pine-studded resort at higher elevation. it’s like
tahoe in the tropics. or the other way around.
Molokai
other than privately owned nihau (the socalled forbidden island, which is only open to
visitors on a limited basis), molokai is seen as
the most tourist-shy of the islands. there are
no traffic lights, only a small handful of hotel
rooms and no buildings over three stories high.
yet, molokai’s nickname is actually the friendly
isle — and those in the know will tell you that
it lives up to that billing as a relaxing place to
experience hawaii as it used to be.
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“Some people have this idea that Oahu is
a guy behind a bar in a flowered shirt who
says ‘aloha’ before he mixes you a mai tai,”
Manu Boyd says. “OK. I get it. But I’m sorry.

That’s not what this island is to me.”
It’s a balmy afternoon in Honolulu, on
a busy corner of Kalakaua Avenue, a broad
thoroughfare that borders Waikiki. Locals
describe Oahu as “town-and-country,” at
once upbeat and urban, kick-back and rural,
and it doesn’t get much more “town” than
where Boyd and I are standing, a block from
Hawaii’s most famous beach. To my eye, the
scene looks like a picture from a thousand
brochures: the white sands and calm waves
of Waikiki, flanked by snazzy hotels and
upscale retail, all shadowed by the soaring
Honolulu skyline. Commerce buzzes around
us; skyscrapers tower above us. But Boyd is
undistracted, his thoughts trained on the
richness beneath his feet.
“You might not realize it,” he says, “but
we’re on sacred ground.”
A former hula master and currently a
composer and musician who is fluent in Hawaiian and commanding in his knowledge
of Hawaiian history, Boyd makes it his business to remind the public of all that once
was around Waikiki. That he carries this
out as the cultural director of a shopping
mall is not the contradiction it might seem.
His office is the Royal Hawaiian Center, a
gleaming, three-block-long retail complex

from top: alvis upitis/getty images; timothy hearsum/getty images; DaviD reggie/getty images

have been upgraded, stylized with island
fixtures and recast as “epic” rooms (a nod
to surfer lingo), not to mention their killer
ocean views. The muumuu store is gone, replaced by a coastal lifestyle shop. And the
entire lobby has been opened to embrace
the ocean, with broad picture windows providing panoramic views and a loungelike
hangout called Surfer, the Bar.
As if to punctuate the point, the first thing
I notice when we pull up to the valet is an operation bearing my companion’s name. The
Hans Hedemann Surf School, once relegated
to a tucked-away nook beneath the lobby,
now enjoys prime standing front and center,
greeting guests as they check in.
“I don’t know about you,” Hedemann says,
“but now this whole place fits. It’s just so much
more in tune with local culture.”
In the days that followed, those words
stayed with me. I came to think of them as an
apt description of Oahu itself, a destination
showing off a fresh identity, based on traits
that have been there all along.

kauai
lush tropical forests. cascading waterfalls.
Jagged emerald cliffs. billed as the garden
island, it’s regarded as the place to soak up
nature in all its unspoiled splendor. visitors
expect to do a lot: hiking, surfing, kayaking,
whale-watching. they just expect to do it all at
a slightly slower pace.

from top: courtesy turtle bay resort; ann cecil/getty images; allan baxter/getty images
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locally sourced
(FroM ToP): After
a multimillion-dollar
facelift, Turtle Bay
Resort — the only
resort on Oahu’s North
Shore — now embraces
the local surfing culture. Iolani Palace is the
last official residence of
the kings and queens
who once ruled Hawaii
and is also the only
royal residence in the
United States. Kauai’s
unofficial mascot is the
wild rooster.

where Oahu’s tony present mingles with its
ancient past.
Today, the Center is your place for a designer watch or a sushi dinner. But 500 years
ago, the site would have been your spot for
a sit-down with a king. In the 16th century,
the land where the mall stands was chosen
as the royal seat of government, selected for
its fertile soil and its plentiful fresh water. It
remained the home of rulers for generations,
eventually giving rise to a coconut grove that
grew to include more than 10,000 trees and
covered most of Waikiki.
How that sacred grove took root is a long
story (it involves a Hawaiian chieftain and
a folkloric rooster), but under Boyd’s direction, the Royal Hawaiian Center has kept
the tale alive, along with other threads of
local history.
Leaving the avenue behind, we amble
through an outdoor garden (known as The
Royal Grove) in the middle of the mall, flush
with brightly colored flowers and shaded by
the fronds of tropical trees — the Center’s
tribute to the grove that used to be. Preserved as open space, newly enlarged and
dedicated to the public at a ceremony last fall,
this younger grove is a popular local hangout.
It’s also a vibrant cultural center, the site of
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free daily classes on hula, ukulele, lomilomi
massage and other traditional Hawaiian arts
and crafts, as well as a stage for performances by Oahu musicians and storytellers.
Boyd leads me down a footpath through
the grove, past placid lily ponds and museumlike placards devoted to the lives of
those who have left a mark here, including
King Kakuhihewa, who ruled Oahu in the
late 1500s. As the story goes, Kakuhihewa
was visited by a rooster spirit, which descended from a mountaintop and scratched
the Earth as if to challenge him, only to vanish suddenly. The king took this encounter as
a sign that he should do some planting, and
the royal coconut grove was born.
“And it happened right here,” Boyd says.
“We could have turned this space into more
retail. But this is our past. It’s part of who we
are. It’s not something we’re trying to sell.”
At Boyd’s suggestion, I take some time to
follow in other regal footsteps. Their trails
lead me to the Iolani Palace in the heart of
Honolulu, the only official state residence
of royalty in the United States, open to the
public in all its restored grandeur; and to
the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, named
in honor of Princess Bernice Pauahi Bishop,
the great-granddaughter and the last lineal
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On its trip from Ma’o Organic Farms to
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courtesy turtle bay resort

Early Hawaiians lived sustainably by
fishing, farming and foraging. But in the
1800s, with the rise of plantations and monocrops for export, the islands started losing
touch with their self-sufficient ways. Oahu
still feels this impact. Of all the food consumed on the island each year, an estimated
90 percent is produced elsewhere.
Recently, though, a movement to reverse that has been gaining ground. One
of its stalwart supporters is the cheerful,
40-something Ed Kenney, an avid surfer who
makes his living as a chef. I meet him one
evening at his restaurant, Town, a casualchic outpost on the residential outskirts of
the capital that, with its laid-back sophistication and culinary sensibility, reminds
me of the best farm-to-table hot spots near

my home in Oakland, Calif. Except that
Kenney’s sources aren’t on the West Coast.
Instead, his menu brims with Oahu-grown
ingredients — breadfruit, mango, spinachlike tatsoi — many of which are supplied by
Ma’o Organic Farms, the largest organic
farm in the state.
A growing number of chefs fly a similar
local flag. In my days on Oahu, I feasted on
fish tacos at Cocina, where Quinten Frye
garnishes fresh-caught mahimahi with
herbs from the restaurant’s rooftop garden.
And I binged on banh mi sandwiches stuffed
with Oahu-raised pork at The Pig & the Lady,
whose chef, Andrew Le, puts an island twist
on dishes inspired by his mother’s native
Vietnamese cooking.
There were obvious upsides to this kind
of cooking, as Kenney made clear when he
sat with me at Town over a dish of roasted
pork loin with grilled pa’i’ai, a traditional,
hand-pounded taro.
“Eating locally is better for the economy,
it’s better for the environment,” he says.
And though he didn’t have to tell me, since
I’d just taken a bite, he adds: “It tastes a lot
better too.”

clockwise from top: DaviD roark/Disney enterprises; courtesy turtle bay resort;
craig fujii; courtesy bernice pauahi bishop museum; vince cavataio/getty images

SightS to Behold (CloCKWiSe FRoM toP): Many of the
design elements at Aulani, a Disney
Resort & Spa, were incorporated
as a nod to Hawaiian culture; a gentle
sea turtle on Oahu’s North Shore; a
fusion of Pacific flavors at The Pig &
the Lady; the Bernice Pauahi Bishop
Museum; this way to the North
Shore’s Hale’iwa surfing village

descendant of King Kamehameha, unifier of
the Hawaiian islands. Home to the world’s
largest collection of Polynesian cultural and
scientific artifacts, the museum also houses
Pacific Hall, a newly renovated two-story
gallery that celebrates the peoples and cultures of the Pacific and explores the early
settlement of Hawaii, tracing the journeys of
skilled navigators and seafaring people who
first turned up on the islands millennia ago.

courtesy turtle bay resort

clockwise from top: DaviD roark/Disney enterprises; courtesy turtle bay resort;
craig fujii; courtesy bernice pauahi bishop museum; vince cavataio/getty images

choose your thrill: Stand-up
paddleboarding (above), kayaking,
surfing, kiteboarding, hiking and hula
lessons (right) are among the
activities offered at the Turtle Bay
Resort.

Kenney’s kitchen, fresh produce travels
along Oahu’s western coastline and curls
through Ko’olina, an area once blanketed by
sugar plantations but now given over to seaside resorts. The newest is Aulani, a Disney
Resort & Spa, a property whose nearly every
detail was dreamed up in consultation with
local experts on Hawaiian culture, among
them Kahulu De Santos, a hula practitioner
and the Aulani’s cultural advisor.
“When people think Disney, they think
imaginative storytelling,” De Santos tells me.
“But in this case, we didn’t have to imagine a
story and build a resort around it. Hawaii
already has a centuries-old story, and that’s
the story we wanted to tell.”
We are in the lobby, a soaring space with
a triangular ceiling shaped like the canoe
sheds used by Hawaiians. The strains of a
Hawaiian melody — part of a soundtrack
written and recorded for the Aulani by a wellknown local musician — fill the air. De Santos
leads me through a maze of oversize feather
standards of the kind long used to herald
island royalty (imagine huge bouquets of
feathers attached to long poles), then down
a corridor adorned with Hawaiian artwork.
Above us, gourdlike light fixtures of varied
sizes mimic the phases of the moon.

The entire grounds of the resort are modeled on an ahupua’a, a traditional agricultural parcel in which the land flows gently
from the mountains to the sea. From the
lobby, the Aulani spills down through a
lush aquatic playground, dotted with waterslides and ringed by a lazy river, with nods
to Hawaiian culture all around. In one of
several swimming pools, the recorded songs
of humpbacks echo underwater. At night,
fiber-optic lights illuminate a grotto in the
starry pattern of the constellations by which
ancient Hawaiian travelers navigated.
Given that it is Disney, familiar characters
make cameos here and there. But on my visit,
the character I notice isn’t Mickey but Maui,
the Hawaiian demigod, who gazes down at
me from a 13-story-high mural, depicted
just as he is in myth: creating Oahu and its
neighboring islands by pulling them up from
the depths of the sea.
The Aulani is bordered by a string of
protected man-made coves, perfect for
swimming, snorkeling and paddleboarding.
But Oahu abounds in beaches untouched by
engineers. In my search for some, I speak
with Spencer Deavila, a guide with Active
Oahu Tours, who points me toward Kahana
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Bay Beach Park, an idyllic oasis on the island’s windward side. Another knowing local suggests Ke Iki Beach, a sweet stretch
of shoreline that hides almost in plain sight
next to Sunset Beach, concealed by a residential road.
To get to both of these places, I rely on
GPS. But I don’t need directions to find
Kawela Bay, the sheltered surf spot next to
Turtle Bay Resort, where I spend my final
afternoon on Oahu, longboard beneath me,
Hans Hedemann wading at my side.
As I paddle out, heeding his instructions, I
can understand why Hedemann brought me
here, where the sand is soft, the wind is slight
and the swells, by North Shore standards, are
ripples in a bathtub.
After all, growing up is about gaining new
perspective. A few hundred feet out, I turn
toward shore and feel the coming of an ocean
surge.
“Stand up,” Hedemann shouts, and I do, to
my exhilaration, riding a wave that, like the
furious breaks it shows me, is now part of my
image of Oahu too.
Josh sens, an Oakland, Calif.-based writer, is a regular
contributor to Golf Magazine and the restaurant critic for
San Francisco magazine.
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